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introductory content is for marketers who are new to the subject. 

this content typically includes step-by-step instructions on how 

to get started with this aspect of inbound marketing and learn 

its fundamentals. check out our introductory ebook, How to use 

pinterest for business, to learn the rudiments of pinterest.

introductory

is tHis booK riGHt For me?
not quite sure if this ebook is right for you? See the below description to determine if 

your level matches the content you are about to read.

intermediate content is for marketers who are familiar with the 

subject but have only basic experience in executing strategies and 

tactics on the topic. this content typically covers the fundamentals 

and moves on to reveal more complex functions and examples. 

After reading it, you will feel comfortable leading projects with this 

aspect of inbound marketing.

intermediate

Advanced content is for marketers who are, or want to be, experts 

on the subject. in it, we walk you through advanced features of 

this aspect of inbound marketing and help you develop complete 

mastery of the subject. After reading it, you will feel ready not only 

to execute strategies and tactics, but also to teach others how to 

be successful. 
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HubSpot brings your whole marketing 
world together in one, powerful, integrated 
system.

HubSpot’S All-in-one 
MArketing SoftwAre

      Get Found: Help prospects find you online     
       convert: nurture your leads and drive conversions     
       analyze: Measure and improve your marketing.     
       more: See marketplace for apps and integrations

request A demo Video overview
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How to oPtimize and measure  
your Pinterest business account

by brittany leaning

brittany leaning is HubSpot’s Social Media 

Manager. She is responsible for creating, 

managing, measuring, and scaling organic 

social media efforts across HubSpot’s various 

accounts in order to generate leads and grow 

reach. brittany is also a regular contributor to 

HubSpot’s award winning internet Marketing 

blog, where she writes about various inbound 

marketing topics. Follow me on twitter
@bleaninG
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introduction

A few months back, pinterest rocked marketer’s world by releasing business 

accounts. now, they’ve rolled out free analytics for those accounts.

Hallelujah. but why is this important? Here’s a fun stat from comScore that might 

sway you: Pinterest buyers spend more money, more often, and on more items than 

any of the other top five social media sites. 

for this reason and more, we’ve put together this ebook that will dive into how you 

can set up your business account, optimize it, and measure the success of it. 
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concluSion & AdditionAl 
reSourceS

remember, 47% of U.S. online consumers have made a purchase based on recommen-

dations from Pinterest. now imagine what happens to that percentage when you factor in 

actual business accounts!

So whether you’re a new or seasoned pinner, you should spend some time looking at the 

educational resources and documentation on the new pinterest business site. And of 

course, get that personal pinterest account converted into a business account today.

good luck, and happy optimizing!


cHaPter 1

How to 
conVert your 
Personal 
Pinterest 
account into 
a business 
account
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Step 1: convert Your Account
go to business.pinterest.com, and click the red ‘Join as a business’ 

button.

1

U O
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Step 2: input basic information
next, select your ‘business type,’ and update your ‘contact name,’ and 

‘email Address,’ if necessary.

pinterest also guides you through the ‘business type’ choice that’s most appropriate 

for you by providing parenthetical examples next to each type. Also note that the 

‘contact name’ can be anyone -- it’s not publicly shown. for your email address, you 

should use a company email address if you aren’t already so it’s not tied to any one 

employees’ personal email address.

2
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Step 3: Profile Info
Still on the same page, fill out the next section, ‘Profile Info.’

None of this needs to change unless you didn’t fill it out when you first set up your 

account, or you want to make edits. All of this is publicly displayed on your pinterest 

profile right now, and it will not appear any differently on your new business account.

3
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Step 4: Agree 
Scroll down to the ‘Agreement’ section, and read the agreement.  

then, agree to it.

once you’ve accepted pinterest’s terms by checking the check box, the ‘convert 

Account’ button will turn red, and you can press it to change your former personal 

pinterest account into a business account!

Voila! that’s it -- You’re done.

4
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concluSion & AdditionAl 
reSourceS

remember, 47% of U.S. online consumers have made a purchase based on recommen-

dations from Pinterest. now imagine what happens to that percentage when you factor in 

actual business accounts!

So whether you’re a new or seasoned pinner, you should spend some time looking at the 

educational resources and documentation on the new pinterest business site. And of 

course, get that personal pinterest account converted into a business account today.

good luck, and happy optimizing!


cHaPter 2
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in a nutshell, this feature lets you highlight your full website url on your business 

account, and is intended to let other pinners learn more about the people they’re 

following on Pinterest. When you have successfully verified your website, you will see 

a checkmark next to your domain in search results and on your profile. 

So let’s walk you through how to verify your website, because although the feature is 

pretty straightforward, the process gets a little sticky if you’re not super tech savvy.

2
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step 1: list Your website
log in to your pinterest account, and go to ‘Settings.’ check to ensure 

you’ve listed your website here before clicking the ‘Verify website’ 

button.

1

Note that Pinterest only supports verification 

for top-level domains, like www.hubspot.

com, or www.yourcompany.biz. Also, if you’re 

an ecommerce business who uses sites 

like etsy, Shopify, or ebay as your main site, 

you won’t be able to verify your website on 

pinterest at this time because they don’t 

allow you to upload HTML files -- a key step in 

this process which we’ll cover in Step 3. 

Similarly, certain content management systems, HubSpot’s included, won’t let you 

add a file to the root folder, meaning verification isn’t possible at this time. Pinterest 

IS working on a solution to this, though -- verification through meta tags -- so stay 

tuned.
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Step 2: Download HTML Verification
Download the HTML verification file and follow Pinterest’s instructions 

(don’t worry, we’ll show you how).   

Click the bold ‘Download the HTML verification file’ to download the file, which will 

take you to a confirmation screen. When you click ‘Go To Pinterest,’ you’ll end up 

back on the ‘Download HTML verification file’ screen and may continue on to the next 

step from there.

2
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step 3: upload
This step is a bit strange. You’ll have to upload that file you just 

downloaded to your web server. 

Be sure not to upload the file to a subfolder, or Pinterest won’t be able to find it. If this 

is confusing to you, find your office techie with access to your server, and he or she 

will be able to do this in a matter of minutes.

3

~
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2

step 4: complete
complete the process by clicking the bold ‘click here’ text you see on the 

verification screen. 

Pinterest will then check your website for the HTML file they gave you, and verify it. 

You’ll see a success message once the process has completed. now, your pinterest 

business page will look like this:

4
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How to VerifY Your webSite 
if You uSe HubSpot’S cMS

Here’s how to verify 
your website with 
HubSpot:

Log in to your Pinterest Account and go to Settings>Profile>Website.

click on the ‘Verify website’ button to the right.

Download your HTML verification file. (Hint: It should look something like this: 

pinterest-xxxxxx.html)


for HubSpot customers whose website 

is on the HubSpot cMS, the process is 

slightly different.

1

2

3
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Upload this file in your HubSpot portal in the File Manager.

navigate to the page Manager, and create a new page.

Change the URL of your new page to include your Pinterest HTML file (For 

example: www.hubspot.com/pinterest-xxxxxx.html)

go back to the file Manager and click ‘View/edit.’ copy your pinterest 

verification file’s HTML.

Return to your page with the Pinterest HTML file in the URL, and create a new 

HtMl Module.

paste the HtMl you copied in the file Manager into the module, and click the 

‘go to pinterest’ button after you enter it.

4

5

6

7
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concluSion & AdditionAl 
reSourceS

remember, 47% of U.S. online consumers have made a purchase based on recommen-

dations from Pinterest. now imagine what happens to that percentage when you factor in 

actual business accounts!

So whether you’re a new or seasoned pinner, you should spend some time looking at the 

educational resources and documentation on the new pinterest business site. And of 

course, get that personal pinterest account converted into a business account today.

good luck, and happy optimizing!


cHaPter 3

10 tiPs For 
oPtimizinG 
Pinterest For 
searcH (seo)
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10 tips to optimize pinterest for Search
once viewed as a niche player in the social space, pinterest has become one of 

the fastest growing social networks ever, harnessing both an increased user base, 

and its exponential growth as a referring site, to become a considerable force in the 

marketing world.

equally important for businesses to consider is the buying power behind pinterest: 

pinterest users purchase items more often and in greater quantities, spend more 

money, and shop more frequently than any other social network. So if your initial trial 

of using pinterest for business has yielded positive results, and you think pinterest is 

a viable social media marketing platform for your business, you know what the next 

step is, right? optimization!

to get you started, this chapter outlines 10 great tips to optimize your business’ 

pinterest presence for search.

s
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choose an optimized company username

 
pinterest launched pinterest business accounts in november 2012, which made 

registering for a business account (or converting a personal account into a business 

account, as we’ve mentioned) easy and painless. going the “business” route 

also makes it easier to verify your website, add links to your twitter and facebook 

accounts, and add pinterest buttons and widgets to your company site or blog -- 

which we describe in the next chapter.

The first step in optimizing your Pinterest business account for search is to choose 

a straightforward username. while there is no character limit in the company 

description field, usernames are confined to 15 characters. As you can see below, 

usernames are also displayed as the pinterest account header. if your full company 

name fits -- fantastic. But if it doesn’t, choose something memorable, keyword-

conscious, easy to spell, and clearly associated with your business. 

for example, the new York times has amassed over 44,000 followers using the 

username “nYtimes,” while Martha Stewart weddings in the Middle east chose 

“MSweddingsMe” to differentiate itself from other Martha Stewart properties, while 

still capitalizing on search traffic for weddings.

1
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Optimize Your Account’s ‘About’ Section

 
the pinterest ‘About’ section provides you with 200 characters of prime keyword 

real estate, so use this space wisely. in addition to being descriptive and keyword-

sensitive, your ‘About’ section should also be simple, succinct, and specific. Two 

hundred characters is plenty of space for a keyword-rich overview that covers the 

who, what, and where of what you do, so use it smartly. don’t forget to add your 

website url in the space provided.

2
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Include Links Back to Your Website

 
pinterest re-pin links used to be “dofollow” links. However, last year pinterest 

standardized their practices with other social networks in the space, and adopted 

“nofollow” links. in other words, pinterest links do not pass any Seo authority. even if 

those these links won’t give you any extra Seo oomph, we still recommend optimizing 

for user experience and brand awareness. 

Always include a reference link back to your website with your pins. if you re-pin a 

post that features your content or products, edit the description to include a full link. 

(pinterest is known to mark pins containing shortened links as spam, so don’t use 

a url shortener for these links.) including a link back to your website will not only 

reinforce that the image is associated with your brand, but it will also open up a 

direct pathway to purchase your product or learn more about your services.

On Pinterest, links provide a next step for pinners -- they can find an image they loved 

enough, and click, re-pin, like, or comment on it. use links to shorten the distance 

between the pin and the content/product, so you can improve the experience of your 

users and eventually drive more traffic and awareness to your site -- social signals 

that search engines may end up picking up on in their algorithms over time.

3
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differentiate your Pinboard

 

by default, pinterest offers some general pinboard options to get users thinking 

about how to bucket and organize their pins into different boards. for businesses, 

however, getting more specific and unique in your board descriptions is critical to 

helping you get found on pinterest. According to a study by rJ Metrics, more than 3% 

of pinboards are titled “For the Home,” followed by “My Style” and “Products I Love,” 

all three of which are default board names recommended by pinterest

Break through the pinboard name clutter and be specific and keyword-conscious in 

the selection of your board names. if you’re an interior designer, replace “for the 

Home” with “Modern kitchens” or “children’s bedrooms” so that potential search 

terms align more closely with what end users might be looking for. thoughtful board 

names will help you stand out from the massive clutter of default -- or just plain 

unoriginal -- board names.

4

More than 3% of pinboards are titled 
“For the Home,” followed by “My Style” 
and “Products I Love.”“ ” 

-rJ Metrics
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speak your customer’s language

 

pinterest is not a place to play inside baseball and use expressions that are unique to 

your company. Your ‘About’ sections and board names should all be optimized using 

terms your target customers and buyer personas actually use in their everyday lives. 

being relevant on pinterest means understanding what your customer is looking for, 

what he or she is most interested in buying or pinning, and what related industries 

or topics the pinner might be seeking out. Your boards should not feel like an 

advertising board for your products; instead, it should feel like a comfortable space 

that’s curated around the style, needs, and lifestyle of your potential clients.

consider your customers’ buying habits, average age, and lifestyle, and build your 

pinning strategy around their terminology, interests, and potential search terms. 

for example, if you’re a real estate broker, pinterest is a great place to pin images 

or videos with helpful tips for buying a home, but it’s also a great place to showcase 

your knowledge of your local community. boards featuring local schools, attractions, 

restaurants, and parks will help potential customers understand the markets 

where you sell, and build trust that you understand their needs. create authentic 

boards that connect to your clients and how they live, and use terminology that is 

straightforward and relatable. the search engines, your audience, and pinterest will 

thank you for it.
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Use Your Pins’ Descriptions Wisely

 

the biggest opportunity for text-based content 

on pinterest is the description area for each 

individual pin. You get 500 characters to 

describe each pin, and people pay attention. 

HubSpot Social Media Scientist dan zarrella 

researched 11,000 pins and found that the 

most re-pinned and commented on items were 

accompanied by descriptions ranging from 200-

310 words.

knowing that, don’t be shy about describing your pins. include terms that your users 

will relate to and use on their own, add links to the original product or content, and 

consider adding instructions on product usage or care. the great balancing act with 

descriptions is ensuring that you do that, while also including Seo-relevant keywords, 

relatable context, and easy-to-follow links to the content featured in the post. 

one of the single biggest mistakes companies make on pinterest is being lazy about 

their pins’ descriptions. ignoring the descriptions altogether, using language that your 

customers don’t understand, linking to irrelevant content (or not linking out at all), 

or just repeating keywords over and over again is a great way to get lost in the Seo 

shuffle. Instead, focus on creating remarkable descriptions that help you stand out 

from the pack.
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Make Sure Images Have Descriptive Names

 

given that pinterest is a highly visual platform, using interesting imagery, and then 

formatting and naming these images correctly, can have a significant impact on both 

the success of your boards and the success of individual pins themselves. 

Many companies make the mistake of uploading photos using their default names. 

for example, an image named “1.13.13Shootimage722.jpg” doesn’t help you at all 

in search, while a clearly named “boston-townhouse.jpg” can help a search engine 

decipher what your image is about much more easily. Similarly, if you pin an image 

from your website, make sure that image has clear alt text associated with it. the 

same pin descriptions rules apply here: use naming conventions your customers will 

identify with. if a product you’re pinning has an obscure name, isn’t broadly known or 

intuitive, skip it in favor of a potential keyword search term.

Make an effort to optimize your images sizing for pinterest. while pinterest does not 

place any restrictions on the height of an image, it does constrict the width of images 

to 554 pixels. dan zarrella’s analysis shows that 

taller images are more re-pinnable -- likely because 

they take up more space in users’ pinterest feeds 

-- so use that to your advantage. 

7
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Incorporate Hashtags

 

Hashtags are no longer just for twitter. in fact, hashtags on pinterest not only allow 

you to organize pins by a specific theme or campaign, but they also make your pins a 

lot more searchable. 

for example, rollins college in winter park, florida knows that wedding planning 

is one of the most common uses of pinterest. As a result, pins on their “weddings 

@ rollins” board, which includes photos of alumni getting married in various 

locations throughout campus, are organized using hashtags such as #rollinscollege, 

#knowleschapel, and #winterpark to ensure that brides searching by city, college, or 

a specific destination on campus can easily find images of their potential venue.

this maximizes awareness of 

rollins college’s wedding venue 

offerings, while staying top of 

mind for brides searching for 

those terms. And these integrated 

efforts have definitely paid off: 

the weddings @ rollins board 

ranks on the first page of a 

Google search alongside its homepage for the search term “florida wedding rollins”, 

giving engaged couples great visual content to drive interest and purchase intent as 

they plan their weddings.
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leverage the long tail

 

The long tail success of big brands like Amazon, Google, and Netflix, has taught us 

that this isn’t just a niche strategy for small businesses. take a page out of their 

books when you put your pins’ descriptions together. According to repinly, food and 

drink still represent more than 11% of all pins, so if you’re trying to get found by pins 

about chocolate chip cookies or wine, for example, writing a short, literal description 

of your pin is not going to help you stand out from the universe of wine pins out there. 

instead, identify niche, long-tail terms that your customers might pin around, and get 

more granular with your descriptions.

to help you master the long tail, consider adding your location, product use case 

details, or the audience you’d like to target. 

when it comes to descriptions, think about long-tail keywords for your business 

and industry. Identify keywords that are slightly more specific than “chocolate chip 

cookies” or “insurance companies” to help people find you more readily, and to help 

you stand out from the crowd in search results. for more information about the long 

tail, check out our ultimate guide for mastering long-tail search.
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“Pinjack” Relevant Search Terms and Images

 

Although the number and engagement of male users on pinterest is growing, 

pinterest’s core user base demographics skew toward female users, so “pinjacking” 

trends and events relevant to avid (female) pinners can be a great way to increase 

your organic search. for example, one of the top organic google search results for 

“diY Halloween costumes” comes not from walmart, target, or some costume shop, 

but from goodwill industries of western Michigan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By combining highly shareable imagery from other highly trafficked sites, trendy 

costumes, and great board descriptions, goodwill industries has managed to 

improve its overall online presence and increase visibility outside of traditional terms 

like “goodwill locations” or “shopping at goodwill” by taking advantage of pinjack-

able trends (think newjacking, but for pinterest!) and timing around Halloween to 

maximize their online awareness and traffic.
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concluSion & AdditionAl 
reSourceS

remember, 47% of U.S. online consumers have made a purchase based on recommen-

dations from Pinterest. now imagine what happens to that percentage when you factor in 

actual business accounts!

So whether you’re a new or seasoned pinner, you should spend some time looking at the 

educational resources and documentation on the new pinterest business site. And of 

course, get that personal pinterest account converted into a business account today.

good luck, and happy optimizing!


cHaPter 4
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the four pinterest widgets: 

1.   pin it button

2.   follow button

3.   Profile Widget

4.   board widget 

this section will teach you what these buttons and widgets are, why they’re useful, 

and how to create the embed code you need to make them appear on your website. 

the code for all of these buttons and widgets can be generated on pinterest’s widget 

builder page.
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Pin it button1
the pin it button lets people pin an item from your website to pinterest. it will help site 

visitors share your site’s visual content more easily on pinterest. 

to create the button, select if you’d like the pin count number to appear above or beside 

your pin it button, or not at all. 

then select whether you want the button to appear by just one image, or by all images on 

your website. if you’ve selected all images on your website, then you’re done, and pinterest 

will generate the embed code for you to copy and paste into your site HtMl.
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if you selected just one image, insert the page url that image appears on, the image url 

(right click on the image, select ‘View image info,’ and copy and paste the url under the 

‘Location’ field), and write a short description of the image. 

then, pinterest will generate your embed code to copy and paste into your site HtMl 

wherever you want the button to appear. we used this button in a recent blog post for an 

image we thought was particularly pin-worthy.
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Follow button2
the pinterest ‘follow’ button lets site visitors follow your business on pinterest, and it helps 

you grow your social reach. 

to get the embed code for your website, simply enter your pinterest user url and name, 

and copy and paste the embed code pinterest delivers into your site HtMl wherever you 

want the button to appear.g
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Profile Widget3
Pinterest’s ‘Profile’ widget lets you show up to 30 of your latest pins anywhere on your 

website. 

it’s valuable to businesses trying to grow their pinterest following, and need to display the 

value of their pinterest account to their site visitors to do so.

To generate the embed code for your own ‘Profile’ widget, simply insert your user URL, 

which will then pull in the 30 most recent pins from the url. copy and paste the embed 

code pinterest delivers into your site HtMl in the location you want this board to appear.
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board widget 4
pinterest’s ‘board’ widget lets you show up to 30 of your favorite board’s latest pins. 

it’s useful if there’s one board in particular that will appeal to visitors of a particular page 

or section of your site, giving you more targeted content options.

to generate the embed code for your own ‘board’ widget, simply insert the url of the 

pinterest board you’d like to display on your site. pinterest will generate the embed code 

you need, which you can copy and paste into your site’s HtMl wherever you want that 

board to appear.
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concluSion & AdditionAl 
reSourceS

remember, 47% of U.S. online consumers have made a purchase based on recommen-

dations from Pinterest. now imagine what happens to that percentage when you factor in 

actual business accounts!

So whether you’re a new or seasoned pinner, you should spend some time looking at the 

educational resources and documentation on the new pinterest business site. And of 

course, get that personal pinterest account converted into a business account today.

good luck, and happy optimizing!
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pinterest has an arsenal of resources and 

documentation on pinterest.business.com that 

marketers can and should reference. Here are the 

most important ones:

Business-Speficic Terms 
of Service (toS):
instead of having one giant toS for personal 

and business accounts, this new toS is written 

specifically for businesses using Pinterest for 

marketing.


case Studies:
Pinterest has released five case studies from companies using Pinterest well: 

Allrecipes, etsy, Jetsetter, organized interiors, and petplan. these case studies state 

the business’ goal so you can find the case study that best aligns with your Pinterest 

strategy, and highlights the things these companies are best at, like engaging their 

audience, using group boards, or driving referral traffic.
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what works:
pinterest has compiled brief best practices in a section called “what works” to help 

get you up to speed on how to tell your brand’s story, build a pinterest community, 

send traffic to your site, and improve your Pinterest presence.

buttons and widgets:
Pinterest has released some new widgets -- a Profile Widget and a Board Widget -- 

that they’ve explained how to use along with their other sharing and follow buttons in 

their technical documentation section. refer back to chapter 3 for more information 

on how to create and use the embed code for these buttons and widgets.
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concluSion & AdditionAl 
reSourceS

remember, 47% of U.S. online consumers have made a purchase based on recommen-

dations from Pinterest. now imagine what happens to that percentage when you factor in 

actual business accounts!

So whether you’re a new or seasoned pinner, you should spend some time looking at the 

educational resources and documentation on the new pinterest business site. And of 

course, get that personal pinterest account converted into a business account today.

good luck, and happy optimizing!


cHaPter 6

How to 
measure 
Pinterest 
marKetinG 
success
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when it comes to measuring your pinterest success, look at two avenues:

 
How You Pinterest Account is Performing on 
Pinterest

You want to understand how your actual business account is performing 

on pinterest itself. this will provide insights into how well your strategy is 

performing in terms of engagement, following growth, and overall reach. 

How Your Pinterest Account is Contributing to 
your overall marketing 

Just as important as your success on pinterest is how well you integrate 

your pinterest efforts with your overall marketing. As we say time 

and time again, none of your marketing efforts should live in a silo. 

understanding the role pinterest’s plays in your marketing strategy can 

illustrate how many visitors, leads, and ultimately, customers pinterest 

is driving for your business. this will help make decisions on how to 

allocate your budgets and resources to pinterest compared with other 

channels.

the two most important measures of  
Pinterest Success

1

2
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As we mentioned above, Pinterest has finally given the world analytics, completely 

free of charge! Analytics are available as long as you’ve verified your account. (If you 

haven’t verified your business account yet, head back to Chapter One to learn how.)

To find the Pinterest Analytics tool, log in to your account and go to drop-down menu 

on the top right corner of your screen. if you haven’t switched to the “new look” yet 

-- you’ll know you haven’t yet if there’s a prompt in your drop-down menu that says 

“Switch to the new look” -- go ahead and click that. 

You’ll get a pop-up message that looks like the screenshot below. click “okay.” 

Now that you have the new look, you’ll be able to get access to your verified account’s 

analytics. Just go back to that drop-down menu, and you’ll now see “Analytics” in your 

menu. 

How to Measure the Success of Your  
Pinterest Presence
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now let’s dive into pinterest’s analytics tool, and highlight the types of information you 

can find there. This is what it looks like before you drill down into anything specific:

What You’ll Find in Pinterest’ Analytics Tool
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pinterest Analytics allows you to select from a different tabs on the top of your screen. 

If you remain on the first tab -- Site Metrics -- you’ll have access to these metrics: 

• the daily average number of pins, and the daily average number of people 

who pin from your website: this metric can help you follow trends in your 

pinterest content. for example, if you pin a picture of a baby kitten, one day, 

and ferocious lion the next day, this graph could show you which strategy 

worked better. if you saw a spike on day one, but not on day two, you’ll know the 

kitten was a better choice for your pinterest content strategy. 

• the daily average number of times pins from your website were repinned on 

Pinterest, and the daily average number of people who repinned your pins: 

for comparison, the difference between 

daily average pins and repins is similar to 

the difference between a twitter mention 

and retweet. while a twitter mention or 

pinterest pin lets you know how many 

people are sharing content related to 

your account, a retweet or repin shows 

what content is most engaging with your 

audience -- the people likely already 

following you.

What You’ll Find in Pinterest’ Analytics Tool
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• the daily average of times your pins appeared on Pinterest in the main feed, 

in search results, or on boards: think about what knowledge you would acquire 

if facebook told you exactly how many time your status updates appeared in 

the facebook news feed.  

 

pinterest is essentially sharing insight on it’s equivalent with this metric. this 

will help you gain an understanding of your reach -- how popular is your content, 

does it ever reach the main pinterest feed, does it land in pinterest search 

results, and is it being pinned/repinned on boards?  

• the daily average number of people who saw your pins on Pinterest: As you 

can probably guess, this report highlights how many people actually saw your 

pins. This metric is beneficial in measuring your growing visibiliy on Pinterest, 

and how many eyeballs are actually viewing your visual content.  

• The daily average number of clicks to your website that came from Pinterest: 

pinterest is now helping track how many clicks your pins are actually sending 

your website. this is vastly different from how other social media analytics 

tool work, giving you further insight into the benefit of using Pinterest for your 

business. (we’ll dive into a more business-focused method of analyzing this 

metric later in this chapter.)
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in addition to the graphs above, you can also select a variety of additional tabs -- Most 

recent, Most repinned, and Most clicked -- to get metrics on your most pinteresting 

pins. Here’s what the ‘Most clicked’ tab looks like, for instance:

Here you see all of the pins you’ve pinned that get clicked on the most frequently. 

Pinterest is the first social platform to display analytics in such a visually pleasing way 

-- who knew data could be so pretty?
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\

\

You’ll also notice that you can adjust the time frame 

for any of these metrics. You can review a snapshot 

of a day, a week, or a month, to help you align with 

any marketing campaigns you might be running.

better yet, all these metrics can also be exported 

to a .csv. that way, you can put your excel skills to 

work for further analysis. 

\
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now that you’ve gandered at your free pinterest analytics, you want to ensure you’re 

measuring your success with all the information available.

use the following formula to keep track of your own pinterest reach and growth every 

month:

Pinterest m/m* Growth = 

(this month’s Followers - last month’s Followers)/last month’s Followers

this formula tracks how your following on pinterest is growing each month. How high or 

low the percentage is the first time you calculate is irrelevant. What’s important is how that 

percentage changes over time -- obviously, you want the percentage to grow. 

let’s plug in a few test numbers to see how this works.

let’s say HubSpot’s pinterest account had 1,284 followers last month, and has 1,720 

followers this month. now plug these numbers in our equation:

Pinterest m/m Growth = 

(1,720 - 1,284)/1,284

the result is 0.339, or 33.9%. 

*M/M stands for month over month. 

Track Your Pinterest Growth
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update this formula monthly to see how your pinterest account grows over time. one 

valuable way to track this growth is to start an excel or google Spreadsheet. Set it up 

as follows:

tiP: When working out of a Google Spreadsheet or Excel file, you can have automatic 

formulas setup that will do all the work for you. when you put in the formula in your 

column, just be sure to be an equal sign before it.

January   February   March   April

Followers             1284               1720
 

M/M Growth                               33.9%

Y
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How to measure Pinterest’s contribution to 
your marketing strategy

in addition to measuring growth on pinterest itself, you want to see how all that 

repinning and clicking translates into results for your business. Set up proper 

analytics tools that can help you track your social media traffic and leads from 

pinterest to your website.

While Pinterest’s analytics shows you how your Pinterest profile is performing, it 

doesn’t paint the full picture. 

There are five key overall engagement metrics you want to focus on analyzing from a 

broader business perspective, and then fold in how pinterest supports these goals. 

before we look at each, you need to ensure you set up tracking tokens so your 

analytics system can actually give you these five metrics. (HubSpot customers, 

HubSpot’s analytics and social media tools automatically add these tokens and 

track the following five metrics for you, so all you have to do is understand what they 

mean!). Here’s what the tracking token should look like:

/?utm_medium=social&utm_source=pinterest

this token should be added to the end of any link you share on pinterest. the token 

tells your analytics software 1) which channel your visit, lead, or customer came from 

(in this case, social), and 2) which social source the person came from (in this case, 

pinterest).
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While understanding the amount of traffic coming from your Pinterest marketing is 

important, you should also look at which pieces of visual content are driving the most 

pinterest success. that’s where campaign tags come in.

Here’s an example of a campaign tag for an infographic shared on pinterest:

/?utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&utm_campaign=infographics

As you can see, in addition to the source tag, this also includes “&utm_campaign=” 

tracking token so you can compare how various pinterest tactics perform. Here are 

some example campaigns you could tag:

Photos with quotes

Infographics

Product Screenshots

ebook covers

Fun Facts

the list could go on and on, but these ten should help give you some good ideas for 

what you can be tracking.

Now that you have your tracking tokens set up, let’s look at the five key metrics to 

follow with these tokens in place. 

memes

Videos

cartoons

Event Pictures

E-cards
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Visits

You want to understand how your actual business account is performing. 

this will provide insights into engagement on pinterest, following growth, 

and overall reach. 

Contacts/Leads

contacts refers to the number of new people (which you may or may 

not classify as leads for your business), who have shown interest in 

your company. this interest is displayed through a conversion on a form 

on your website. As a result, this visitor has now been added to your 

contacts database, and classified as a lead/contact.

whether these people became contacts by downloading an ebook, 

providing their information for a coupon, or submitting an application 

for a job, or came to your site driven from a pin, they have shown actual 

interest in your brand. in HubSpot’s software, for example, the ‘contacts’ 

metric emphasizes the “new” concept, since conversions are only 

counted in the contacts metric if they are net new leads -- as opposed to 

re-conversions. 

either way, these are your potential customers. by becoming contacts, 

they are now a fresh opportunity for your sales team to convert into a 

customer. 

1

2
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Visits-to-Contacts-Rate

While visits are important for understanding the traffic Pinterest is 

sending to your website, and a raw contacts number is important for 

understanding all the new opportunities created for your sales team, in 

order to measure your marketing effectiveness, you also need to track 

the rate at which your visitors are converting into contacts.

in other words, your visit-to-contacts conversion rate. this will not only 

enable you to analyze your pinterest success month-over-month, but 

it will also allow you to spot problems in your pinterest strategy. for 

example, if your traffic volume is high, but your visits-to-contacts rate is 

low, you have a conversion problem. on the other hand, if your visits-to-

contacts rate is high but your raw number of contacts is lower than you’d 

like, you have a traffic problem.

3
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customers

in the analytics world, your customers are the dollar results of your 

pinterest marketing efforts. to follow the path we’ve already described, 

a customer that can be attributed to pinterest is someone who came 

to your website from pinterest, converted into a contact/lead, and then 

ultimately closed as a customer.

tracking this number is the true measure of your pinterest marketing 

roi. After converting, be sure you sustain your relationship with these 

customers via the engagement metrics discussed in the earlier section. 

And according to blogHer, 47% of U.S. online consumers have made a 

purchase based on recommendations from Pinterest. be sure to keep 

those customers coming back for more.

4

47% of U.S. online consumers 
have made a purchase based on 
recommendations from Pinterest.“ ” 

-blogHer
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Contacts-to-Customers Rate

last but not least, review your contacts-to-customers conversion rate. As 

we mentioned with the visits-to-leads rate, while it’s important to look at 

a raw customers number, it’s even more important to look at the rate at 

which your leads are turning into customers.

this metric can help you identify problems in Sales’ ability to close 

your pinterest contacts as customers. for instance, if you notice your 

contacts-to-customers conversion rate is on the low side, it might make 

sense to talk to your sales team to diagnose the problem. Are they 

having trouble working these types of leads? Should these leads be 

entered into a new lead nurturing workflow in order to better prep them 

for a sales conversation? whichever the case, this can help you make 

important decisions in your pinterest marketing prioritization.
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concluSion & AdditionAl 
reSourceS

remember, 47% of U.S. online consumers have made a purchase based on recommen-

dations from Pinterest. now imagine what happens to that percentage when you factor in 

actual business accounts!

So whether you’re a new or seasoned pinner, you should spend some time looking at the 

educational resources and documentation on the new pinterest business site. And of 

course, get that personal pinterest account converted into a business account today.

good luck, and happy optimizing!
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conclusion 
& additional 
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remember, 47% of U.S. online consumers have made a purchase based on recom-

mendations from Pinterest. now imagine what happens to that percentage when you 

factor in actual business accounts and analytics!

whether you’re a new or seasoned pinner, you should spend some time optimizing 

your business account and following the new metrics you now have available.

good luck, and happy optimizing!
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inteGrate Pinterest 
witH tHe rest oF 
your marKetinG
connect your pinterest 
marketing with your overall 
strategy by adding pinterest 
share buttons to your landing 
pages and emails. Simply 
sign up for a free demo of 
HubSpot’s social media tools 
today to learn how.

http://bitly.com/HubSpot-Demo
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